COMMERCIAL PROJECTS:
SITE REVIEW APPLICATION FINAL

726 COURT ST - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
SGEAC LLC
ADDING CONCRETE WALK, STOOP AND ASPHALT PARKING LOT
SCOTT ANDERSON (812) 455-6114 RSANDERSON@USI.EDU

9515 SEIB RD - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
FULL THROTTLE AUTOMOTIVE
CHANGE OF USE TO AUTOMOTIVE SHOP
HINDERLITER; RYAN SERMERSHEIM (812) 425-4137 RYANS@HCI4.COM

5124 OLD BOONVILLE HWY - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
WEB ENTERPRISES LLC
SHELL BUILD OUT FOR PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
HINDERLITER; RYAN SERMERSHEIM (812) 425-4137 RYANS@HCI4.COM

2650 EASTSIDE PARK RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
AT & T
INSTALL NEW SMALL CELL POLE
JORDAN HEXON (770) 401-4571 JORDAN.HEXOM@ANSCOLLC.COM

11601 N GREEN RIVER RD - VANDERBURGH COUNTY
DAYTON FREIGHT LINES INC
PROPOSED BLDG AND SITE EXPANSION
RUSSELL HENESTOFEL (614) 775-4360 RHENESTOFEL@EMHT.COM

49 N GREEN RIVER RD - CITY OF EVANSVILLE
SKY ZONE INDOOR TRAMPOLINE PARK
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
CRAIG LOVE (317) 414-3036 LOVE.CRAIG@GMAIL.COM

SUBDIVISIONS:
NO FILINGS